
       Odysseus and The Minotaur   
 

Back in Greek times, there was a brave, handsome man who lived in a 
shattered town called Athens. He was called Odysseus. Under Athens, lived a 
ferocious beast who went by the name of The Minotaur. This monstrously 
strong monster was half bull and half man who made the most world trembling 
earthquakes. The people of Athens grew tired of endlessly rebuilding their 
homes and defences because the earthquakes would destroy them repeatedly.  
 
As every door fell off its hinges, Odysseus sat lost in thought thinking of ways 
to end the war between Athens and The Minotaur. The people of Athens 
looked up to Odysseus as if he were a god. Early one morning, he saw the 
most frightful sight of his life. His grandmama had been walking through the 
market and a disastrous earthquake was enabled and caused a q to fall upon 
her. Now Odysseus was mad! “I will destroy you!” screamed Odysseus. “I will 
dig a tunnel and break into your lair.” 
 
As soon as the clock chimed twelve P.M, Odysseus grabbed his sword and his 
shovel, ran to the centre of Athens and started digging in 0.8 seconds. “This is 
taking ages,” thought Odysseus but he soon kept up the pace and the tunnel 
was finished by midnight.  
 
Still full of rage, Odysseus steps into the gloomy, dark home of the dreadful, 
ghastly Minotaur.  As you enter, you will hear The Minotaurs snoring like five 
lions roaring all at once. Odysseus couldn’t bare this so he crammed himself in 
between two large rocks and covered his ears. He knew it was now or never to 
strike and conquer The Minotaur.  
 
Cautiously, Odysseus emerged from his hiding spot and crept forwards careful 
not to wake the fierce creature. The Minotaur stirs from its sleep and rolls onto 
its side. “Phew,” whispered Odysseus. As quick as a flash, Odysseus flung out 
his sword and sliced The Minotaurs back open! The Minotaur was dead 
forever.  
 
The people of Athens gathered round the town centre for the very first time 
since the earthquakes stopped. In cause of celebration, citizens of Athens made 
a throne out of The Minotaurs skin for their new king, Odysseus.  
  
                                                   
                                THE END  


